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SEPTEMBER 2013 QUARTERLY REPORT
HIGHLIGHTS
Mayoko-Moussondji Iron Project


Equatorial received formal notification from the Republic of Congo Government confirming the Company’s
existing access agreements and the commercial framework for use of the state owned railway and port
infrastructure for Mayoko-Moussondji.



The Republic of Congo Government have confirmed:
 Iron ore produced from Mayoko-Moussondji will be exported using the existing railway and existing port
at Pointe-Noire;
 The railway and the port will remain state owned infrastructure and will continue to be made available to
multiple users;
 Commercial terms for use of the railway and port will be applied in a consistent manner among mining
companies; and
 That Equatorial’s transport requirements are understood and have provided assurances that the state
owned rail and port authorities will be able to assign available capacity for transport, storage, and ship
loading.



Environmental and Social Impact Assessment Study (“ESIA”) lodged with the Republic of Congo Ministry of
Environment and is awaiting approval.



Final assays received from completed drilling program and an updated resource estimate is being prepared
which is expected to be released during the current quarter.



Preparation for a Mining Licence Application and the associated infrastructure agreements have continued
and are expected to be finalised during the current quarter.

Badondo Iron Project


All 14 holes drilled in the initial Drilling Program at Badondo intersected hematite iron mineralisation grading
above 50% Fe with consistent intersections grading above 60% Fe. Assay results received were used to
remodel the Exploration Target for the Badondo Prospect.



Independent geophysical consultants have increased the Hematite Exploration Target for Badondo which is
now 370 to 620 million tonnes at a grade of between 58% and 67% Fe and forms part of an updated
independently prepared Total Exploration Target for Badondo which has increased by more than 100% and is
now 2.8 to 4.6 billion tonnes at a grade of between 35% and 67% Fe. It should be noted that the potential
quantity and grade of the Exploration Target is conceptual in nature, that there has been insufficient
exploration to estimate a Mineral Resource, and that it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the
estimation of a Mineral Resource.
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The updated Hematite Exploration target represents a significant target of potentially high grade Direct
Shipping Ore (“DSO”) material.



Regional Developments continue to demonstrate a strong appetite by large global players for the
development of this massive untapped iron region

Corporate


The Company is investigating strategic partnership and other funding opportunities to fast track progress of
the Mayoko-Moussondji Iron Project into production.



Equatorial remains in a strong financial position with significant cash reserves and no debt. As at 30
September 2013 the Company held A$48.7 million in cash.

Equatorial Resources Limited (“Equatorial” or the “Company”) is pleased to present its quarterly report for the period
ended 30 September 2013.

MAYOKO-MOUSSONDJI IRON PROJECT
The Mayoko-Moussondji Iron Project (“Mayoko-Moussondji” or “the Project”) is located in the southwest region of the
Republic of Congo (“ROC”) and has access to an existing railway line running directly to the existing deep water port of
Pointe-Noire (refer Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Mayoko Permit Location Map

Transport Meetings
In October 2013 Equatorial announced that it had received a formal letter from the Minister of Transport of the Republic of
Congo, Mr Rodolphe Adada, in relation to the planned use of state owned rail and port infrastructure servicing MayokoMoussondji.
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The correspondence received from Minister Adada follows a series of meetings between Equatorial’s senior executive
team, including representatives from WorleyParsons Services Pty Ltd, and the Republic of Congo Transport Ministry. The
meetings allowed Equatorial to present the results of the completed Scoping Study (refer ASX Announcement 13 July
2013) and to define the transport infrastructure needs for Mayoko-Moussondji. The meetings included a number of
workshops with both the state owned railway authority, the Chemin de Fer Congo Ocean (“CFCO”) and the state owned
port authority, the Port Autonome de Pointe-Noire (“PAPN”). Both the CFCO and the PAPN report directly to the Republic
of Congo Transport Ministry.

Multi-user Approach Confirmed
Equatorial’s Scoping Study investigated the potential to commence initial operations at Mayoko-Moussondji by utilising
the existing railway line and exporting product through the port of Pointe-Noire. The Scoping Study also explored
opportunities for synergy and efficiency through potential cooperation with Exxaro Resources Limited (“Exxaro”). Exxaro
are developing the neighbouring Mayoko-Lekoumou project and have a similar staged approach to production.
The Republic of Congo Government have confirmed that the railway linking Mayoko to Pointe-Noire and the existing port
facilities at Pointe-Noire will both remain state owned infrastructure. The government expects that mining companies who
use these facilities, such as Equatorial and Exxaro, will be clients of the CFCO and the PAPN under terms negotiated
with the Ministry of Transport and contained within the Mining Conventions that are associated with an approved Mining
Licence. While the terms within a Mining Convention are specific to each particular Mining Licence, Minister Adada has
confirmed in his letter that the commercial terms relating to access to the existing railway and to the existing port facilities
will be consistent between mining companies.

Rail & Port Access Confirmed
The Transport Minister has confirmed that iron ore from Mayoko-Moussondji will be transported using the existing CFCO
railway which links the Project to Pointe-Noire. Minister Adada has also confirmed that Equatorial will use the existing
PAPN port facilities at Pointe-Noire for initial iron ore export operations. This approach is consistent with Equatorial’s
staged development plan for Mayoko-Moussondji and with the MOU agreements previously signed between the
Company and the CFCO and the PAPN.
The formal notice confirms the Republic of Congo Government understands the needs of Equatorial’s staged production
plans for the Project and specifically the rail and port requirements for the Company’s 2Mtpa operation. Minister Adada
has provided assurances to the Company that the CFCO and the PAPN will be able to allocate available transport,
storage, and ship loading capacity corresponding to Equatorial’s production plans as presented to the government.

Mining Licence Application & Mining Conventions
Under the ROC Mining Code of 2005, the holder of an Exploration Licence has the exclusive right to apply for a Mining
Licence by submitting a feasibility study for the project and an ESIA that has been approved by the ROC government. A
Mining Licence for iron ore in the ROC is valid for 25 years and grants the holder the exclusive right to mine within the
boundaries of the licence area.
Upon the grant of a Mining Licence the Mining Code stipulates that a Convention Agreement is signed between the
holder and the ROC government. The Convention Agreement defines the fiscal rights and responsibilities of both the
government and the holder with respect to the operation of the Mining Licence. The Mining Code has a number of
favourable terms for miners. The Government is entitled to a 3% royalty on revenues and a 10% free carried interest in
the project. The corporate tax rate in the ROC is currently 34% and mining companies have been able to negotiate tax
holidays of up to five years from first production and a range of other investment incentives. Equatorial is greatly
encouraged by the ROC government’s strong commitment to the establishment of a mining industry in the ROC and its
support of the Company’s Development Plan.
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A Mining Licence Application for Mayoko-Moussondji is currently being prepared and is expected to be lodged with the
government before the end of 2013. Equatorial continues to work with the Republic of Congo Government on the
commercial terms for the Company’s rail and port access which are expected to be finalised following granting of a Mining
Licence. Further detail on infrastructure developments in the Republic of Congo will be provided by Equatorial in a
Transport Infrastructure Update to be released in the coming weeks.

BADONDO IRON PROJECT

Figure 2: Badondo Project Location Map

The Badondo Iron Project (“Badondo” or the “Project”) is located in the northwest region of the ROC within an emerging
cluster of world class iron projects including Sundance Resources Ltd’s (ASX:SDL) (“Sundance”) Mbalam-Nabeba
project, Core Mining’s Avima project and CMEC’s Belinga project (refer Fig. 2 and Fig. 4).

Results of Initial Drilling Program
Equatorial completed an initial diamond drilling program at Badondo which was designed to test the thickness, quality and
extent of the high grade hematite mineralisation along the strike of the Badondo prospect. The Badondo Prospect is the
largest of three identified target prospects within the Project area.
The drill program consisted of a total of 1,093m of NQ diamond drilling in 14 holes. The drilling was completed over 3km
of strike of the Badondo Prospect which represents a small fraction of the more than 22km of magnetic strike that have
been identified within the Project area.
The assay results are highly encouraging as they confirm the presence of thick high grade iron mineralisation at, and
close to, surface. The high iron grades are consistent with the rock samples that have been collected from the Badondo
and Belinga North Prospects as part of the pre-drilling mapping program, carried out by SRK. All holes drilled intersected
mineralisation of +50% Fe and a summary of high grade intercepts are shown below. For a full listing of the drill results
refer to the ASX Announcement on 30 October 2013.
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Initial Badondo Drilling Program high grade intercepts
Hole_ID

From
Metres

To
Metres

Interval

Fe
%

SiO2
%

Al2O3
%

P
%

S
%

LOI
%

BADDD0001

0

41.9

41.9

62.9

2.6

2.97

0.163

0.021

3.9

BADDD0002

1.9

12.2

10.3

63.2

4.79

2.85

0.044

0.004

1.7

BADDD0002

40.8

96

55.25

63.4

5.71

2.06

0.05

0.002

1

52

92.4

40.4

65.6

2.61

2.01

0.06

0.002

1

BADDD0003

0

26.4

26.4

61.9

5.82

3.32

0.028

0.014

2

BADDD0003

35

43.6

8.6

60.5

11.28

1.24

0.025

0.008

0.7

BADDD0004

2.9

16.4

13.5

61.5

2.12

3.76

0.113

0.058

5.6

BADDD0005

3.97

13.87

9.9

60.8

3.09

3.39

0.246

0.039

5.7

BADDD0008

5.9

11.65

5.75

62.3

3.56

3.71

0.048

0.022

3.3

BADDD0009

6.1

12

5.9

64.1

2.79

2.71

0.054

0.017

2.6

Including

Table 1: Selected Results from Initial Badondo Drilling Program

Figure 3: Location of the drill holes with Total magnetic signature at Badondo
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Metallurgical Test Work and Interpretation
Detailed metallurgical and petrographic analysis of rock chip samples and drill core from the test drill hole has confirmed
the presence of microplaty hematite at Badondo as the main style of mineralisation. Microplaty hematite occurs very
rarely as the main mineralisation style in iron deposits with other examples including BHP Billiton’s Mount Whaleback
mine and Rio Tinto’s Mount Tom Price mine in Australia. Microplaty hematite mineralisation systems tend to extend to
greater depth and strike extent and typically produce a premium quality product compared with the more typical
supergene iron ore systems. This is an extremely positive discovery for Equatorial as it indicates the potential for high
grade iron mineralisation to occur at depth and along strike at Badondo.

Updated Exploration Target
The previously announced Exploration Target for Badondo (refer ASX announcement 28th March 2011) was completed
by independent consultants Resource Potentials Pty Ltd and was presented as follows:

Previous Exploration Target for Badondo
Estimate:

Enriched Hematite Cap:

200Mt – 300Mt at a grade of 40% to 65% Fe

Primary Itabirite:

1,100Mt – 1,900Mt at a grade of 30% to 45% Fe
1,300Mt – 2,200Mt at a grade of 30% to 65% Fe

Total:

Table 2: Previous Exploration Target for Badondo

A revised Exploration Target for the Badondo project area has been estimated by Core Geophysics using all available
data from the completed drilling program, geophysical data from the airborne geophysics survey flown by Fugro
Airborne, rock chip data acquired by Equatorial, and geological mapping data prepared by SRK during their mapping
program.
The estimation of the hematite and colluvial hematite has been based on reconnaissance mapping, geological
interpretation and limited drilling. The proportional weighting thickness of the hematite and colluvial hematite layer
>58%Fe intersected in the regional drilling to date ranges from 0.3m to 55.8m. For the purposes of the Exploration Target
calculation an average thickness of 15m was applied. As such further drilling is required to validate the Exploration Target
and specifically the thickness of the hematite and colluvial hematite layer over the project.
As a result of the completed drilling campaign the Exploration Target has been revised as follows. It should be noted that
the potential quantity and grade of the Exploration Target is conceptual in nature, that there has been insufficient
exploration to estimate a Mineral Resource, and that it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the estimation of a
Mineral Resource:

Updated Exploration Target for Badondo
Estimate:

Enriched Hematite Cap:

370Mt – 620Mt at a grade of 58% and 67% Fe

Primary Itabirite:

2,370 – 3,950Mt at a grade of 35% to 54% Fe
2,770 – 4,630Mt at a grade of 35% to 67% Fe

Total:

Table 3: Updated Exploration Target for Badondo

Most notably, the Exploration Target for Enriched Hematite has almost doubled in size with an associated significant
increase in the grade range which was originally between 40% and 65% Fe and is now between 58% and 67% Fe.
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The increase in grade reflects the numerous high grade intercepts received from the drilling program which has
confirmed the results of previous mapping and surface rock chip assays.
Updated Badondo Exploration Targets
Project

Enriched Hematite
Target (58 to 67% Fe)

Primary Itabirite
Target (35 to 54% Fe)

Total Exploration
Target (35 to 67% Fe)

270 – 450 Mt

1,770 – 2,950 Mt

2,040 – 3,400

Belinga North

40 – 70 Mt

460 – 770 Mt

500 – 840

Belinga North Ext

60 – 100 Mt

170 – 290 Mt

230 – 390

Total

370 - 620 Mt

2,370 – 3,950 Mt

2,770 – 4,630 Mt

Badondo

Table 4: Updated Exploration Targets for Badondo

The revised Exploration Target was generated using 3D and 2D magnetic modelling to estimate the thickness and strike
length of the magnetic bodies. The modelling required the adoption of a number of assumptions. These include but are
not limited to:






The strike length of the models for the selected magnetic anomalies represents ore grade mineralisation;
the depth extent (fixed to 500m), dip and the width remain constant over their entire length;
100% recovery and no dilution;
3
3
the specific gravity of the BIF/ hematite is 3.3t/m and hematite-colluvial hematite is 3.0t/m ; and
the magnetic susceptibility of the BIF/ hematite is 1SI.

Future Exploration Plans
Following the success of the initial drilling campaign Equatorial is investigating infrastructure development options that
would enable access for larger track mounted drill rigs. The use of larger rigs will require road access, local infrastructure
support, and the development of a permanent camp. A drilling program with larger equipment will be focused on resource
definition drilling.

Regional Developments
A number of significant developments have occurred during or subsequent to the quarter which continue to demonstrate
the strong appetite by large global players for the development of this massive untapped iron region:
 Sundance has announced it had signed legally binding agreements to raise $40 million through the issue of
convertible notes and options to Noble Resources International Pte Ltd (“Noble”) and a consortium of investors.
Equatorial views the fund raising as an endorsement of Sundance’s new development strategy for its MbalamNabeba project in ROC and Cameroon. Sundance has proposed three development scenarios: a Joint Venture
Process to attract an investment at the project level with a large scale miner or steel mill; an Infrastructure
Process whereby rail and port would be developed by a separate provider and Sundance providing financing only
for the mine development; and an Early Start Option looking at the viability of a small scale DSO operation.
Equatorial has an existing co-operation agreement with Sundance and is in discussions to update this agreement
based on recent developments.
 The Government of Gabon is continuing to review the available geological information at the Belinga iron ore
project that is contiguous with Equatorial’s Badondo project across the border in Gabon. Equatorial met with the
Minister of Mines of Gabon, Minister Regis Immongault, in August 2013 to discuss potential synergies between
Belinga and Badondo and opportunities for joint exploration and development. The Gabonese government have
appointed SRK Consulting to conducting exploration and feasibility work at Belinga and expressed interest in the
potential for combining this work program with Equatorial.
7
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Equatorial notes the recent amendment to the Arrangement Agreement between Afferro Mining (“Affero”) and
London based International Mining Infrastructure Corporation Plc (“IMIC”). Afferro’s Nkout Iron Project is located
in Cameroon relatively close to Sundance’s proposed rail corridor extending from the iron projects of Republic of
Congo (Mbalam-Nabeba, Avima and Badondo). IMIC’s focus on infrastructure development is seen as a positive
by Equatorial and the Company is continuing discussions with IMIC over potential cooperation and infrastructure
sharing opportunities.
Core Mining Limited have announced a transport solution for its Avima project with a two phased approach
starting with a 3mtpa trucking operation by 2015. The second phase includes a new rail and port system (PRI) via
Gabon which is intended to also serve regional iron ore projects such as Badondo and Belinga. Annual capacity
of the new rail system will be approximately 100 mtpa.

Regional Development Study
Equatorial has engaged WorleyParsons to conduct a concept study to assess different development scenarios for
Badondo and the Cameroon, Congo, Gabon iron ore craton. The projects located within this cluster are currently stranded
from transport infrastructure and the investment of multiple billions of dollars in new rail and port is required to unlock this
massive region of untapped, DSO grade iron ore.
The WorleyParsons concept study has been independently commissioned by Equatorial and is aimed to produce a
shortlist of preferred infrastructure development scenarios that would lead to the optimum value creation path for any
potential infrastructure financier seeking to unlock the region’s iron ore. A key output from the concept study will be high
level estimates of the capital required for each rail and port development scenario, assuming corridors through Gabon
and Cameroon to the coast as well as a review of blending opportunities and other resource sharing between the iron ore
companies in the region.

Figure 4: Badondo Project Location Plan
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Figure 5: The Iron Mountains of the Congo Craton

HEALTH, SAFETY AND COMMUITY
Health and Safety
HSE Policies
Equatorial is committed to achieving the highest performance in occupational health and safety to create and maintain a
safe and healthy environment at company sites and workplaces for all personnel and contractors. The Company has
adopted detailed Health, Safety, Environment and Security policies.
The Company suffered one loss time injury during the September 2013 quarter at Mayoko-Moussondji resulting in one
lost work day.

Community Development Projects
During the quarter Equatorial worked on the following community development projects in Mayoko and surrounding
villages:









Water storage facility for Mayoko;
Support and participation in the annual Independence Day celebrations;
Community garden in Tsinguidi;
Ongoing education programs at Mayoko Primary School;
Ongoing road and bridge works around Mayoko and Tsinguidi;
Grading of the Mayoko Primary School grounds;
Grading of the road from Mayoko to Bondzoko; and
Ongoing works and community consultation for the Mayoko water and electricity plant.
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Figure 6: Road grading, Mayoko to Bondzonko

Figure 7: Road maintenance near the Mayoko Town Hall

Figure 8: Community garden project in Tsinguidi

Figure 9: Community consultation of the water and power
facilities at Mayoko

Figure 10: The CML team working on soccer skills with
local Mayoko children on Independence Day

Figure 11: The action on the field between Equatorial and
Exxaro at the annual Independence Day match
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Recruitment and Training
Equatorial is committed to skills training and the hiring of Congolese staff. The following training programs were
conducted during the quarter:







MapInfo training for new geologists;
First aid training and management;
Safety risk assessment training;
Vehicle safety training;
Fire extinguisher training; and
Regular safety demonstrations.

Figure 12: Map-info training for CML technical team at

Figure 13: First aid training for CML team at Mayoko

Mayoko

Figure 14: Vehicle safety training for CML team at Mayoko

Figure 15: Fire extinguisher training at Mayoko
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Figure 16: Safety risk assessment training for CML team at

Figure 17: Regular safety demonstration at Mayoko

Mayoko

CORPORATE
Funding & Partnership Opportunities to Fast-track Development
Mayoko-Moussondji’s positive project fundamentals as demonstrated by the completed Scoping Study, provides a solid
platform for Equatorial to advance discussions and negotiations with potential strategic partners and financiers. Equatorial
continues to explore opportunities for collaboration and partnership with significant mining houses and potential funders in
order to fast track the financing and development of Mayoko-Moussondji.
Given current market conditions Equatorial intends to secure the support of a suitable strategic partner (at either a
corporate or project level), or project funding, to enable the development of the preferred production scenario for MayokoMoussondji. The Company is exploring a number of opportunities for project funding including product off-take
arrangements and strategic partnership. Currently, no binding agreements have been concluded with any party nor has
any opportunity sufficiently progressed to be announced to the market. There is no guarantee that any agreement or
transaction will eventuate from the Company's current discussions.

Cash Position and Shareholder Information
As at 30 September 2013 the Company had 1,751 shareholders and 121,885,353 ordinary fully paid shares on issue with
the top 20 shareholders holding 77.4% of the total issued capital.
Equatorial is in a strong financial position with significant cash reserves and no debt. As at 30 September 2013 the
Company held A$48.7 million in cash.
For further information contact:
John Welborn Managing Director & CEO
Telephone: +61 8 9466 5030
Email: info@equatorialresources.com.au
Web: www.equatorialresources.com.au
For the latest news from Equatorial, subscribe to our email bulletin service via our website at http://www.equatorialresources.com.au/display/index/subscribe
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ABOUT EQUATORIAL RESOURCES
Equatorial Resources Limited (ASX:EQX), is focused on the exploration and development of two 100% owned potentially
large-scale iron ore projects located in the politically stable and investment friendly Republic of Congo (“ROC”) in the
emerging global iron ore province of Central West Africa.
The Mayoko-Moussondji Iron Project, located in the southwest region of the ROC, currently has total Indicated and
Inferred Resources of 767 million tonnes at 31.9% Fe which includes a Hematite Resource of 102 million tonnes at 40.6%
Fe. Overall the project has an estimated global exploration target of between 2.3 and 3.9 billion tonnes of iron
mineralisation at a grade of 30% to 65% Fe. It should be noted that the potential quantity and grade of the Exploration
Target is conceptual in nature, that there has been insufficient exploration to estimate a Mineral Resource, and that it is
uncertain if further exploration will result in the estimation of a Mineral Resource.The project has access to a rail line
running directly to the deep-water port of Pointe-Noire, where the Company’s administrative office is located. A Scoping
1
Study completed for the project has delivered excellent results demonstrating low capital intensity and an initial mine life
of 23 years for production of 2Mtpa of “Mayoko Premium Fines”, a 64.1% Fe product, with operating costs expected to
1
average $41 per tonne FOB . Equatorial intends to apply for a Mining License and to secure project funding, or the
support of a suitable strategic partner, to enable the development of the Company’s preferred production scenario for
Mayoko-Moussondji.
The Badondo Iron Project, in the northwest region of ROC, has an estimated global Exploration Target of between 2.8
and 4.6 billion tonnes of iron mineralisation at a grade of 35% to 67% Fe. It should be noted that the potential quantity
and grade of the Exploration Target is conceptual in nature, that there has been insufficient exploration to estimate a
Mineral Resource, and that it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the estimation of a Mineral Resource. The
project is located within a regional cluster of world-class iron ore exploration projects including Sundance Resources’
Mbalam-Nabeba project.

1

The Company has concluded it has a reasonable basis for providing the forward looking statements above. The detailed
reasons were in the section headed “Forward Looking and Cautionary Statements” of the Company’s ASX announcement
of 16 July 2013. The Scoping Study results and Production Targets above are preliminary in nature as conclusions are
drawn partly from Indicated Resources (25%) and Inferred Resources (75%). The Scoping Study is based on lower-level
technical and economic assessments that are insufficient to support estimation of Ore Reserves or to provide assurance
of an economic development case. There is a low level of geological confidence associated with inferred mineral
resources and there is no certainty that further exploration work will result in the determination of indicated mineral
resources or that the production target itself will be realised.
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Introduced 1/7/96. Origin: Appendix 8. Amended 1/7/97, 1/7/98, 30/9/2001, 01/06/10.

Name of entity

Equatorial Resources Limited
Quarter ended (“current quarter”)

ABN

50 009 188 694

30 September 2013

Consolidated statement of cash flows
Cash flows related to operating activities
1.1

Receipts from product sales and related debtors

1.2

Payments for:
(a) exploration & evaluation
(b) development
(c) production
(d) administration
Dividends received
Interest and other items of a similar nature
received
Interest and other costs of finance paid
Income taxes paid
Other (provide details if material)
- Business development

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

Net Operating Cash Flows

1.8

1.9

1.10
1.11
1.12

1.13

Cash flows related to investing activities
Payment for purchases of:
(a) prospects
(b) equity investments
(c) other fixed assets
Proceeds from sale of:
(a) prospects
(b) equity investments
(c) other fixed assets
Loans to other entities
Loans repaid by other entities
Other (provide details if material)
Net investing cash flows
Total operating and investing cash flows
(carried forward)

Current quarter
$A’000

Year to date
(3 months)
$A’000

(2,903)
(731)
-

(2,903)
(731)
-

470
-

470
-

(15)

(15)

(3,179)

(3,179)

(14)

(14)

-

-

(14)

(14)

(3,193)

(3,193)

+ See chapter 19 for defined terms.
30/9/2013
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1.13

Total operating and investing cash flows (brought
forward)

(3,193)

(3,193)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Net increase (decrease) in cash held

(3,193)

(3,193)

1.20
1.21

Cash at beginning of quarter/year
Exchange rate adjustments to item 1.20

51,878
2

51,878
2

1.22

Cash at end of quarter

48,687

48,687

1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19

Cash flows related to financing activities
Proceeds from issues of shares, options, etc.
Proceeds from sale of forfeited shares
Proceeds from borrowings
Repayment of borrowings
Dividends paid
Other (provide details if material):
- Capital raising expenses
Net financing cash flows

Payments to directors of the entity and associates of the directors
Payments to related entities of the entity and associates of the related entities
Current quarter
$A'000
1.23

Aggregate amount of payments to the parties included in item 1.2

156

1.24

Aggregate amount of loans to the parties included in item 1.10

1.25

Explanation necessary for an understanding of the transactions
Payments include directors’ fees, superannuation, company secretarial services and provision of
office services.

-

Non-cash financing and investing activities
2.1

Details of financing and investing transactions which have had a material effect on consolidated
assets and liabilities but did not involve cash flows
Not applicable

2.2

Details of outlays made by other entities to establish or increase their share in projects in which the
reporting entity has an interest
Not applicable

+ See chapter 19 for defined terms.
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Financing facilities available
Add notes as necessary for an understanding of the position.

3.1

Loan facilities

3.2

Credit standby arrangements

Amount available
$A’000
-

Amount used
$A’000
-

-

-

Estimated cash outflows for next quarter
$A’000
2,250

4.1

Exploration and evaluation

4.2

Development

-

4.3

Production

-

4.4

Administration

750

Total

3,000

Reconciliation of cash
Reconciliation of cash at the end of the quarter (as
shown in the consolidated statement of cash flows) to
the related items in the accounts is as follows.

Current quarter
$A’000

Previous quarter
$A’000

565

1,756

5.1

Cash on hand and at bank

5.2

Deposits at call

48,122

50,122

5.3

Bank overdraft

-

-

5.4

Other (provide details)

-

-

48,687

51,878

Total: cash at end of quarter (item 1.22)

Changes in interests in mining tenements
Tenement reference

6.1

Interests in mining
tenements relinquished,
reduced or lapsed

Not applicable

6.2

Interests in mining
tenements acquired or
increased

Not applicable

Nature of interest
(note (2))

Interest at
beginning
of quarter

Interest at
end of
quarter

+ See chapter 19 for defined terms.
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Issued and quoted securities at end of current quarter
Description includes rate of interest and any redemption or conversion rights together with prices and dates.

7.1
7.2

7.3
7.4

7.5
7.6

7.7

7.8
7.9
7.10

7.11
7.12

Preference +securities
(description)
Changes during quarter
(a) Increases through
issues
(b) Decreases through
returns of capital, buybacks, redemptions
+Ordinary securities
Changes during quarter
(a) Increases through
issues
(b) Decreases through
returns of capital, buybacks
+Convertible debt
securities (description)
Changes during quarter
(a) Increases through
issues
(b) Decreases through
securities matured,
converted
Options (description
and conversion factor)

Issued during quarter
Exercised/vested
during quarter
Expired during quarter

Total number

Number quoted

Issue price per
security
(see note 3)

Amount paid up
per security
(see note 3)

121,885,353

121,885,353

N/A

N/A

-

Exercise price
$0.60

Expiry date
31 Dec 2013

-

$Nil
$Nil

30 Sep 2014
31 Dec 2015

Options:
200,000
150,000
100,000

$2.00
$3.00
$4.00

30 Jul 2013
30 Jul 2013
30 Jul 2013

Rights:
40,000
60,000

$Nil
$Nil

30 Sep 2014
31 Dec 2015

Options:
3,150,000
Rights:
1,150,000
2,175,000

Debentures
(totals only)
Unsecured notes
(totals only)

+ See chapter 19 for defined terms.
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Compliance statement
1

This statement has been prepared under accounting policies which comply with
accounting standards as defined in the Corporations Act or other standards acceptable
to ASX (see note 4).

2

This statement does /does not* (delete one) give a true and fair view of the matters
disclosed.

Sign here:............................................................ Date: 31 October 2013
(Director/Company secretary)

Print name:

Greg Swan

Notes
1

The quarterly report provides a basis for informing the market how the entity’s
activities have been financed for the past quarter and the effect on its cash position.
An entity wanting to disclose additional information is encouraged to do so, in a note
or notes attached to this report.

2

The “Nature of interest” (items 6.1 and 6.2) includes options in respect of interests in
mining tenements acquired, exercised or lapsed during the reporting period. If the
entity is involved in a joint venture agreement and there are conditions precedent
which will change its percentage interest in a mining tenement, it should disclose the
change of percentage interest and conditions precedent in the list required for items
6.1 and 6.2.

3

Issued and quoted securities The issue price and amount paid up is not required in
items 7.1 and 7.3 for fully paid securities.

4

The definitions in, and provisions of, AASB 1022: Accounting for Extractive
Industries and AASB 1026: Statement of Cash Flows apply to this report.

5

Accounting Standards ASX will accept, for example, the use of International
Accounting Standards for foreign entities. If the standards used do not address a topic,
the Australian standard on that topic (if any) must be complied with.

== == == == ==
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